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NEW CHALLENGES AHEAD
With Brexit settled and progress made on
COVID-19, many of us would be forgiven for
thinking the storm had passed. But then
global supply chains fell victim to COVIDaggravated assault and, combined with a
combustible mix of other factors, inflation,
the beast that some legislators thought had
been slayed forever, raised its head.
In this issue we have aimed to tackle
the realities of inflation and what it will
mean for those in the profession for
whom this is new. A clear consensus
is forming around the idea that
inflation is here to stay – at least
in the medium term. While it’s
undeniable that many of the
drivers of rising prices across the
world have been accelerated by
COVID-19, a significant structural
rebalancing of the global economy
is taking shape. As 2021 unfolded we saw
just how powerful the combination of fiscal
stimulus and monetary easing could be in
terms of economic stimulus.
What it means for treasurers remains to
be seen. Certainly, the profession’s younger
cohort will be tested in ways they haven’t
been before. As one of our contributors
points out in this issue, the days of rockbottom rates and cheap money are over.
Addressing the inflationary challenge will
have treasurers once again demonstrating
their worth to the business.
And it also provides me with an intriguing
place to start as editor of The Treasurer.
Stepping into Liz Loxton’s shoes is no easy
task, but with so much going on, we won’t be
short of topics to cover. Indeed, elsewhere
in this issue we’ve looked ahead to a world

where corporates begin to develop their own
in-house financing operations; where global
trade is finally freed from the blizzard of
paper that swirled around even the smallest
deal; and where LIBOR’s central place in our
working lives begins to recede into memory.
We also have two reports from the
recent ACT Working Capital Management
Conference held in London in December. It
was a memorable event both for the
discussions that delivered the usual
mix of enlightenment, and also
for being the first live and inperson event since the onset of
the pandemic. It was heartening
to see a room full of treasury
professionals together again.
And 2022 will hopefully be
the year where we all venture out
into the world again. The ACT Annual
Conference will return to its Liverpool venue,
while the Cash Management Conference
takes place in London at the end of March.
I look forward to meeting many of you there.
Christian Doherty

thetreasurer@thinkpublishing.co.uk
Follow us on Twitter @thetreasurermag

Don’t forget to complete The Treasurer’s reader
survey and be in with the chance to win a £100
Amazon gift voucher. Closing date: 18 March
www.treasurers.org/hub/treasurer-magazine/reader-survey
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ven the most determined
inflation denier would be hard
pressed to make a case for
price increases slowing any
time soon.
Across global markets, the
signs of significant inflationary
pressures are being felt across
the board. In the UK, the
Scottish Widows Household
Finance Index found that UK households
experienced the steepest fall in cash
availability since the end of 2013, during
the final quarter of last year.
That was mirrored in Europe, with euro
inflation hitting 5%, while in the US the rate
reached 7%. Even in Asia, the region least

THIS ISSUE
affected so far, while inflation remained low
to the end of 2021, fears are mounting that it
could inch up as supply issues – particularly
shipping costs – take their toll.
With the latest generation of treasury
professionals having no practical experience
of operating in an era of high inflation, this
data appears worrying. But the message from
the front line is that, while some strategic
changes might be advisable, a robust treasury
policy will hold up in any environment.
Unilever’s response to the current
rate environment is being driven by the
usual levers of net revenue management
and making the most of its savings
programmes, explains vice president
treasury Johanna Hyttinen.
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Inflationary effects on companies

Unilever is
no stranger to
managing inflationary
environments, due
to its global footprint

BLACK YELLOW MAGENTA CYAN

The starting point for any corporate treasurer
concerned about the impact of inflation is to
look at which (if any) areas in the business
prices could be increased, suggests Gary
Slawther, former treasurer at Eddie Stobart
and now working on interim projects.
“The easiest time to raise prices is when
everyone else is doing it,” he says. “An
inflationary environment is also a good time
to look at which cost component is rising
most quickly and invest in that part of the
business, since rising inflation means the
value of that investment is going down.”
Drax Group is exposed to revenue and cost
inflation in the UK as well as cost inflation
in North America,
exposures that
are intrinsic to
the business
and are mostly
contracted
(linked to
a quoted
reference),

explains Lisa Dukes, director of corporate
finance and derivatives. “As a group, there
is net revenue exposure, which needs to
be monitored and managed.” She adds
that it is important to distinguish between
contracted and intrinsic inflation.
“To me, intrinsic inflation is the implicit
price pressures that are felt in underlying
businesses (costs and revenues) as a result of
overall inflation. There is no explicit contract
documenting the exposure. As such, the
impact of such inflationary pressures can vary
quite widely at an individual level compared
to the overall ‘general basket’ of inflation.
“For the former, the holistic risks of
hedged and unhedged positions will need
to be closely monitored,” she says. “This
will depend on the exposure direction
and also the fixed versus floating nature –
counterparty risk, additional hedging, etc.”
Inflation exposures with a contractual
link to an index lend themselves to risk
mitigation and potential value creation using
derivatives. A key aspect is to ensure that the
true exposures to inflation are understood,
and external specialist support can be used
to complement and implement tailored risk
management solutions.
Dukes observes that the inflation we are
currently observing is in part a reversal of
the impact of COVID-19 and therefore is more
normalised on a cumulative basis. Longerdated exposure has been driven by market
expectation that the supply shock will be more
pronounced and thus last longer, leading to
sustained price increases in a number of areas.
“Many market participants err on the side
of caution with respect to inflationary cost
pressure in order to protect their overall
asset/position, which can produce a more
imbalanced market position,” she says.

Shutterstock/JHVEPhoto

ART

“We have taken the opportunity to really
‘kick the tyres’ on our risk management
policies to make sure they remain fit for
purpose,” she says. “Of course, a sound
treasury policy should be consistent over
the cycle, and this merely serves as a good
stress test.”
Unilever’s global footprint means it
is accustomed to managing inflationary
(even hyper-inflationary) environments,
and the associated volatility in FX and
rates. Hyttinen observes that this often
requires bespoke solutions and therefore
recommends close cooperation with local
teams and banking partners.

Shutterstock/JHVEPhoto

The correlation between FX, interest and
inflation moves can also impact companies
in different ways. For example, higher rates
may lead to increased investment in USDdenominated assets, impacting the risk-on/
risk-off dynamic.
Inevitably, inflation affects some
companies more than others. Richard
Garry, group treasurer at Informa, says
his treasury team has not taken any specific
steps to mitigate the impact of rising
inflation in 2022, noting that the company
has no near-term borrowing maturities
and is holding surplus cash in group treasury
for liquidity purposes and due to some
recent divestments.
“We are a global business with revenues
and costs well matched in local jurisdictions,
with cost and revenue structures driven
by local conditions and the competitive
environment for our industry,” he says.
According to Garry, inflation should
be viewed in the context of its impact
on the wider business. “If inflation allows
you to raise prices and manage margins,
higher borrowing rates are not an issue
for your business as your margins adjust
accordingly,” he explains. “If they do not,
strategies to manage interest costs will
have to be implemented.”
Historical analysis demonstrates that the
most cost-effective way to manage interest
expenses is to keep borrowings on a floating
rate, so long as you can manage the extremes
and it does not cause covenant issues. “That
is often not the case and boards will not want
to see EPS volatility coming through the
interest line,” adds Garry.

Flexibility for the future
François Masquelier, CEO of Simply
Treasury, acknowledges that contracts do
not always have flexibility and adaptability
in the form of price-adjustment clauses.
“Hedging policy can be reviewed and
strengthened to protect the sales margin
and involve more currency hedging from
treasury,” he adds. “We have seen companies
strengthen their hedging policies and
strategies and/or avoid some of the more
exotic hyper-volatile currency markets.
We are entering a new and complex period
from a macroeconomic and financial theory
perspective, and will therefore have to be
flexible, inventive and reactive to avoid
possible negative impacts.”

“WE HAVE SEEN COMPANIES STRENGTHEN

THEIR HEDGING POLICIES AND STRATEGIES
AND/OR AVOID SOME OF THE MORE EXOTIC
HYPER-VOLATILE CURRENCY MARKETS
FRANÇOIS MASQUELIER

Planning for all eventualities is critical,
says Lotte Coppelmans, manager at treasury
consultancy Zanders. She suggests treasury
teams run scenarios on the potential
response from banks, investors, clients
and suppliers to rising inflation as well
as the impact of rising employee expenses.
“More than ever, corporate treasury
should interpret results and act upon
outcomes of their analyses rather than spend
all their time on collecting data and the
process of reporting,” she says, noting that

TEMPORARY VERSUS PERMANENT
Economists and market
commentators across the
world have spent the past
six months politely arguing
over whether this inflationary
period represents a structural
shift in global economics or is
simply a COVID-19-driven blip
that will soon correct itself
once the pandemic ends and
supply chains and consumer
behaviour return to ‘normal’.
Larry Elliott of The
Guardian pointed out that
because many of the drivers
of previous inflationary
periods no longer held sway,
we can blame COVID-19
for a short sharp, shock –
but that it will pass.

However, as prices have
showed no signs of levelling
off, ‘team transitory’ found
its ranks thinning out as
a number of authoritative
voices – many in central banks
– declared the current state
of affairs was here to stay,
for the time being at least.
“We tend to use [transitory]
to mean that it won’t leave
a permanent mark in the
form of higher inflation,”
Fed chairman Jerome
Powell told the US Congress
in December. “I think it’s
probably a good time to
retire that word and try to
explain more clearly what
we mean.”
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current inflation rates have been partially
driven by central banks’ bond-purchase
programmes as well as low/negative
interest rates.
In terms of how current inflationary
trends differ from the causes of previous
periods of high inflation, John Whittaker,
economist at Lancaster University
Management School, observes that energy
prices were also a major driver of price rises
in the 1970s.
“However, demand that was suppressed
by people being unable to work during the
pandemic has been released, which means we
now have both demand pull and cost push,”
he explains. “The latter is not just down to
rising prices – it has been exacerbated by
supply chain bottlenecks.”

Rates to return to ‘normal’
Garry agrees that inflation is being driven by
supply chain issues as the world deals with
the pandemic and the rebound in demand as
economies recover from the initial wave.
“That said, expectations are that central
banks will increase rates, and we have seen
government bond yields increasing to reflect
that,” he adds. “It should be remembered
that rates have been abnormally low for
an abnormally long period of time, so
what we will see is a normalisation.
In the bond markets we have seen
credit spreads widen in recent years
when central banks tapered their
market intervention.”
Interest-rate rises will impact
borrowing costs, investment
returns for surplus cash and
FX rates to the extent there are
interest-rate differences between
currencies. For cash held in
currencies with much higher
relative rates, the risk of that cash
depreciating in value relative to

10 ISSUE 1 2022 treasurers.org/thetreasurer
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UK INFLATION
REACHED A PEAK
OF 22.6% IN 1975

the company’s main currencies flows is high
unless those balances are hedged.
Corporate treasuries will inevitably see
upward pressure on finance costs as a result
of higher interest rates. Whittaker reckons
that small increases in interest rates will do
little to slow down inflation, and that a rise of
5% or more may be needed to curb price rises.
“In this scenario, companies should
deleverage, stop paying out high dividends
and cancel share buy-backs,” he says.
“Those with high levels of debt will be
particularly vulnerable.”
Whittaker suggests that companies
concerned about higher inflation rates
should consider investing in inventory or
using any spare cash to buy real assets, such
as property. “As for the short- to mediumterm prospects, the era of ultra-low interest
rates is over and companies will have to get
used to this,” he adds. “Corporate treasurers
that can lengthen the maturity should
consider doing so while long-term rates
remain relatively cheap.”
Companies with strong balance sheets
will be better placed to manage their finance
costs and may even see opportunities
to increase exposure to floating rates.
A normalised rate environment may also
ease some of the challenges in managing
cash balances where bank appetite for
deposits has been more limited
in EUR, for example.
“However, rate markets will
also be more volatile as investors
try to predict central bank
actions, and this may impact
sentiment and execution windows
in the corporate bond markets,”
says Hyttinen. “Companies with
more stretched balance sheets
and interest-cover ratios may be
vulnerable and need to take action
to adapt their debt portfolios or

Inflation, 3
Inflation rates in emerging markets such as
Turkey may have lagged behind the more
developed economies, but economists
expect it to rise during 2022

5.4%

rate of UK
inflation in
January 2022
(a 30-year high)

reduce leverage. This could in turn impact
relative valuations, and therefore the M&A
opportunity landscape.”

Getty

Longer-term financing
The floating-rate option should be
particularly appealing to those treasurers
with longer memories, says Slawther.
“If you look back to 1992 when the UK
fell out of the European exchange-rate
mechanism, when the base rate went above
12%, borrowers with fixed-rate loans at 15%
thought they were well placed,” he says.
“However, the market collapsed and the
base rate fell to around 5%, which proves
that trying to anticipate the market is a
mug’s game.”
Many commercial opportunities will
be specific to particular businesses
and/or markets. More generic approaches
include working with customers to
generate goodwill and longer-term
inflation share mechanisms.
“A strategic approach to longer-term
financing opportunities could consider,
among other things, contingent financing;
decoupling of interest from inflation rates;

real-terms rates – particularly when markets
have dislocated; and how to monetise
imbalances between interest and inflation,”
adds Dukes.
Maxing out working capital and holding
more inventory is a consideration for
companies in some industries, although it
would have obvious limitations in areas such
as fashion retailing. However, Slawther says
that sticking to treasury policy is the single
most important action – or inaction – any
corporate can take.
“The more uncertainty there is in
the market, the greater the value of
consistency,” he concludes. “If you
have the right policy in place, it will be
effective regardless of whether you are in a
deflationary or inflationary environment.”

7.2%

Goldman Sachs’
estimate of UK
inflation rate
in 2022

5%

euro inflation
rate in
December 2021

7%

US inflation
rate in
December 2021

5%

Paul Golden is a freelance journalist who specialises
in writing about finance

average increase
in prices among
UK companies
in 2021
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Conflict is often perceived as damaging to effective
leadership but, if managed well, organisations can
benefit from robust debate – provided it doesn’t get
out of hand
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he past couple of years have
been hugely challenging for
many organisations. The dangers
posed by COVID-19 have forced
on corporates urgent, sometimes
existential, decisions in the course
of which treasurers may have had
to argue forcefully with colleagues.
In an age of promoting diversity
and inclusion, and addressing
mental health issues, the idea
of a heated approach to discourse may seem
out of touch. But what if the views being put
forward by different sides of an argument
are so polarised that there doesn’t appear
to be an easy way out of conflict?
That scenario became a reality for many
treasurers who found themselves at differing
positions to other senior leaders in their
organisations, says the Associate of Corporate
Treasurers’ (ACT’s) CEO, Caroline Stockmann.
“At the outset of the crisis, everything
was about liquidity, so boards wanted to
hear from the treasurer more frequently.
But sometimes we had boards telling treasurers
to draw down cash when they didn’t need
to, so the treasurer needed to manage that
perception very carefully.
“That’s just one example of treasurers
having to stand their ground and have a proper
discussion with their board,” says Stockmann.
“But treasurers, like other executives, will have
found it challenging to deliver key objectives if
faced with forceful opposition.”

12 ISSUE 1 2022 treasurers.org/thetreasurer
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“THE BEST DECISIONS
ARE MADE THROUGH
ROBUST DEBATE
AMANDA BRADLEY

Conflict is good
A starting point in understanding conflict
– especially in the workplace – is that
disagreement is part and parcel of daily
interaction, or at least it should be, says
Amanda Bradley, a former treasurer at pharma
giant GSK, who now works as a psychotherapist
and executive coach.
“In my experience, organisations that
don’t allow disagreement to happen make

Conflict, 1
Getty; Alamy

dysfunctional decisions. It’s that simple,
because without disagreement, you won’t
get the better outcome,” she says.
Bradley draws on the work of organisational
psychologist Adam Grant, the Wharton School
professor who recently wrote an article in
The New York Times about the importance of
organisations nurturing differing views and
avoiding groupthink to achieve successful
outcomes. “Creativity often does not come from
agreement. It often comes from disharmony,
disagreement, dispute, argument and
quarrelling,” wrote Dr Grant.
Bradley, who also teaches the ACT’s strategic
influencing and communications module for
the Advanced Diploma, says there is a need
for argument in the corporate sphere because
“your first response isn’t always the right one”.
Pointing to the work of Nobel Prize-winning
psychologist and economist Daniel Kahneman,
whose work challenged assumptions of
human rationality, she says: “The

Dr Grant
wrote about
creativity coming
from disagreement
and quarrelling

best decisions are made through robust debate,
where people are allowed to bring different
voices to the table.
“Great decisions and strategies emerge as
people debate and solve problems through
discourse. When they’re involved in that
process, they will get behind the ultimate
decision much more passionately. That’s
really important, because if you’re talking
about strategic decision-making and taking
a company on a long-term journey, if people
haven’t been involved, they will struggle to
get on board,” says Bradley.
She warns of executives becoming afraid
of making a decision and allowing debate to
continue for too long. “You get to the point where
dysfunctional boards don’t make a decision
because they’d rather keep arguing, which
will be because somebody doesn’t want to lose.
“Or there is the situation where boards
are not willing to take the time to have a
debate; they want to rush, so they make
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“A LOT OF PEOPLE ARE AFRAID OR AT
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LEAST NERVOUS OF CONFLICT, AND
WHAT THEY TEND TO DO IS THEN
ACTUALLY COME ACROSS AS MORE
AGGRESSIVE THAN THEY INTENDED
CAROLINE STOCKMANN

a quick decision – which isn’t necessarily the
most effective decision. That’s when you see
missteps happening,” says Bradley.
“But the boards that get things done are the
ones that allow the best challenge,” she adds.
When this is most effective is when there is
support for decision-making – because there
has been strategic influencing, to get people to
get behind you, says Bradley, referencing the
work of theorist and academic Gary Yukl.
“The more you involve people in the work
that you are doing in the decision-making
upfront in a collaborative way, the more
they are likely to execute with passion and
commitment,” she says. “So why wouldn’t
you encourage disagreement?
“There’s a difference between disagreeing
and working together with the overall intention
of getting the right outcome for the company
and disagreeing with each other because you
are the one that wants to be right.”

The right approach
One major mistake identified by experts is an
over-reliance on facts to support an argument.
The work of Yukl reveals that influencing with

14 ISSUE 1 2022 treasurers.org/thetreasurer
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THE COST
OF CONFLICT

31%

reported their
line manager
failed to take
conflict seriously

40%

reported a drop
in motivation
or commitment
as a result of
badly managed
conflict at work

25%

said conflict
at work is
a common
occurrence

facts alone is one of the most unproductive
influencing strategies, when human elements
play such a big part of debate.
“Treasurers, because of the way they
think, often coming from a background of
numeracy, might think pushing through their
argument using logic is the right way to go,”
says Stockmann.
“But a CEO may be from a different
background – maybe marketing or sales –
so they will have a very different perception
and understanding, and it may not be data
that is the thing that will appeal to them. It may
be something more emotional, more human,”
she explains.
Salman Raza, principal consultant at
the Razalution Bureau, says the manner
in which we seek to get across points in
a tense situation is crucial, such as using
appreciative enquiry and not patronising
or undermining behaviour.
“If we consider the psychology of asking
the ‘why’ question, intrinsically, at the
subconscious level, it may be seen as
questioning a colleague’s integrity, competence
or loyalties. Instead, the same question can be
posed in a positive way,” he suggests.
“Almost 95% of the time people don’t disagree
with the actual contents of the argument; they
disagree with the behaviour. They disagree
with how it is being communicated,” explains
Raza. “If you present the information, taking
those things into account, then 95% of the
time you won’t see the conflict – you will see
a constructive conversation.”
He says it is crucial that conversation is
driven by what the organisation’s overarching
aims are, and therefore not by ego, “which can
hinder any progress”. But that approach also
requires a clear understanding of the vision and
mission of the organisation – that is very clear
from top to bottom.
At its heart is a question of the organisation’s
culture, adds Raza – considering, for example,
whether it is a means-oriented organisation
rather than a target- or objective-oriented one,
and therefore whether a harmonious or highperforming team is being sought.
Only then can the best ways of resolving
difficulty be developed, with an appreciation
of how much tolerance there might be for
disagreement, he says.
“Only when the optimum culture for
the organisation has been defined and
understood can the issue of conflict be
addressed effectively.”

Shutterstock; Stats taken from a CIPD survey

Situations of
conflict can be
daunting for some

Shutterstock; Stats taken from a CIPD survey

Ethically speaking
Even within a supportive corporate culture,
entering a conflict situation will be daunting
for many. “A lot of people are afraid or at least
nervous of conflict, and what they tend to do is
then actually come across as more aggressive
than they intended. Sometimes we don’t mean
to be disagreeable, but we are because of
nerves,” says Stockmann.
But she says treasury professionals can fall
back on one powerful resource: the treasurer’s
code of ethics. “It’s telling you to do the right
thing. But in order to do the right thing,
sometimes you find yourself in a situation
that you might perceive as being one of conflict
or tension.
“If you don’t face it, then you’re not going
by your code of ethics or your own integrity.
Therefore, I think it can be helpful to think in
those terms.
“But I also think the other thing is you’re
looking for the overall good of the organisation.
So, as long as you’ve examined your own
motives, and you’re not doing something
that’s self-motivated in some way, then I think
that’s also a helpful way of thinking about it,”
says Stockmann.
Having plenty of preparation always helps,
too – especially taking time to build trust
with counterparts across an organisation,
she suggests. “If you build trust with your
CEO or CFO, then they’re going to listen to
you much more reasonably when something
hits like COVID, or another situation occurs
where you may come into conflict.
“In some of our training, we talk about ways
of developing trust through building a rapport
that can lead to a stable kind of relationship
that’s going to hold you in good stead.”

Think before you speak
Gary Slawther, a treasurer who has specialised
in turnaround situations, says that preparation
should focus on identifying possible objections
or alternative rationales, because there may
always be elements you are not aware of.
“I guess the fundamental answer to the
question of managing conflict is often based
on common sense – but that common sense
can often only come after a number of years
of experience,” he says.
Slawther stresses the need to feed into
other key partners, such as the CFO, about
how you are looking to resolve the issue
– a helpful set of steps before going into
a heated boardroom situation.

“AN EMAIL MESSAGE CAN BE A VERY

BLUNT INSTRUMENT, SO JUST BEING
RIGHT IS NOT ENOUGH
GARY SLAWTHER

Gary Slawther
says that taking
time to reflect on
a situation can help
in a pressurised
situation

Conversely, he warns about sending emails
and other messages that can inflame rather
than calm a situation, reflecting on previous
experiences. He advises on picking up the
phone first. He relates the advice of a former
colleague who would sit on emails before
reviewing and then sending them the
following morning.
“An email message can be a very blunt
instrument, so just being right is not enough.
It’s how you make sure you’re effective in what
you’re putting across,” he says.
When there looks to be too much anger in
a situation, he says, taking a moment to reflect
can help. “It’s a little bit like football referees,
when sometimes they take a couple of seconds
before awarding a penalty – a couple of seconds
of thinking time can provide clarity in a
pressurised situation,” he says.
All this preparation means that when you
go into a potentially fraught situation, you can
find a spirit of collaboration develop because
you’re not going in all guns blazing. “You’re not
thinking, ‘I’m right, I’ve got to win’,” he says.
“Sometimes you can co-create something
that is better than anyone had thought before
they came into that room. It’s being prepared
to find an outcome that you haven’t necessarily
been suggesting,” says Stockmann.
Bringing an open and positive attitude can
be key to delivering a good outcome, she says,
channelling the approach of Supreme Court
lawyer Ruth Bader Ginsburg, who said: “You
can disagree without being disagreeable.”

Lawrie Holmes was a financial journalist on national
newspapers for 20 years. As a freelance journalist,
he now contributes to leading business publications
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CONFIDENCE
IN SUPPLY
The recent ACT Working Capital
Conference hosted a session looking at
the ways in which bigger businesses are
looking beyond environmental factors to
encourage better behaviour and support
of the ecosystem of smaller suppliers

BLACK YELLOW MAGENTA CYAN

ESG, 1
LONG VIEW

A

providers, users, products and services is
beginning to catch up and develop new ways of
driving better behaviour from both larger and
smaller companies. However, Rowan Austin,
head of trade finance origination and advisory
at NatWest, explained that the real impact of
ESG-led thinking in the working capital space
has so far been patchy.

mid the flurry of new products,
assets and services that now
come with an environmental,
social and governance (ESG)
label affixed, so far working
capital has remained largely
absent. Certainly, a great deal
of early work on re-tooling
the economy has centred on
environmental concerns. Take
green bonds, which in the past few years have
proved both successful and popular. Indeed,
Moody’s estimates that around $1 trillion of
green bonds will be issued in 2022, nearly 10%
of the global debt market.
Embedding sustainability into the working
capital infrastructure used by countless
companies is still very much in its early stages.
Not surprisingly, much of the focus has been on
the easily measurable environmental elements.
With this in mind, the recent ACT Working
Capital Conference in London aimed to draw
out how the working capital ecosystem of

Fresh thinking
“The old way of looking at supply chains focused
on moving to the cheapest possible supply chain
and nailing it down in any possible way you can,”
Austin explained.
Now, however, focus is falling on supply chains
as a way of encouraging not only better working
capital management, but also influencing
supplier behaviour to build in more resilience
and better governance.
“We’ve seen in the past two years the impact
of supply chain disruption and the importance
of having a sustainable supply chain – not just
sustainable from an environmental perspective,

“

THIS IS NOT AN OPERATIONAL QUESTION;
THIS IS A STRATEGIC QUESTION. IT’S ABOUT
THE REPUTATION OF THE COMPANY

Shutterstock

LIZ BARCLAY
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Left to right:
Conference host
Naresh Aggarwal of
the Association of
Corporate Treasurers,
PrimeRevenue’s Mark
Douglas, Romeo Effs
of Lumorus and
NatWest’s Rowan
Austin, with Liz Barclay
on the screen

CLIENT

The ACT Working
Capital Conference,
sponsored by NatWest,
was held in London
on 8 December 2021.
Check for forthcoming
ACT conferences at
treasurers.org/events
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but a supply chain that’s going to be there
and reasonable incentives built in. Austin
to deliver for you as a company. Because it’s
explained that while sustainable supply chain
a wider, longer-term relationship.”
finance (SCF) is still a loosely understood term,
As UK small business commissioner, Liz
at its base level it involves a tier of different
Barclay is focused on ensuring that SMEs
pricing levels.
not only get access to the right type and
“The pricing level that a supplier can access
scale of finance, but also on encouraging
will depend on a rating,” he said. “I use the
bigger companies to play a positive role
word ‘rating’ carefully, because it can be many
in the UK’s economy. She pointed out that
different types of rating: it could be the buyer’s
if a big company wants to be seen as ethical,
own internal rating methodology whereby they
whether in the environment, social or
rate the supplier on a series of different factors
governance space, it needs to focus on
in terms of how they procure, or it can be a more
some key questions around how well
external methodology.”
it treats its small suppliers.
In some cases, that can be purely
“I think that once bigger
climate-driven or it can be derived
businesses get to grips with
from a very broad range of
SUPPLY CHAIN
the fact that smaller suppliers
KPIs, which can be socially
FINANCE VALUE
and the talent within drives
linked. “So, ultimately, the
their own success, then the
underlying supplier and the
more likely they are to start
better the rating, the cheaper
In 2018 the EU estimated
thinking in that way,” she
the finance they can achieve,”
the supply chain finance
said. “We need board chairs,
Austin said.
market to be worth
around €84.3bn
and chairs of audit and riskThere are other products
assurance committees to do
that focus on buyers. Mark
the same. And this is not an
Douglas of PrimeRevenue
operational question; this is
explained that programmes
a strategic question. It’s about
are coming online that incentivise
the reputation of the company.
buyers to offer better terms to get access
In Barclay’s view, the real issue is certainty.
to funded SCF programmes that can improve
“Small businesses used to say to me, ‘We don’t
their working capital.
need to be paid in 30 days. We need to be certain
“I think this is where the definition of
when we’re going to get paid.’ So, I think the
working capital becomes broader, where
sleepless nights and the mental health impacts is
corporates can see they have suppliers that
the next pandemic – and we’re seeing it already.”
they can help by leveraging their balance sheet.
They should be thinking, ‘Let’s do that not just
because we’re getting something very directly
A problem shared
in return.’
Into this space banks and corporates are
“They should not worry too much about
beginning to collaborate to roll out better
what they are getting directly from it right
working capital solutions with fairness

ESG, 2
LONG VIEW

“THEY SHOULD NOT WORRY TOO MUCH ABOUT WHAT THEY ARE

GETTING DIRECTLY FROM IT RIGHT NOW, BECAUSE THIS IS GOING
TO SUPPORT A MAJOR STRATEGIC GOAL IN THE NEXT FEW YEARS
MARK DOUGLAS

now, because this is going to support a major
strategic goal in the next few years.”

Playing a leading role
Treasurers can play a vital part in supporting the
development of stronger, more flexible working
capital solutions for suppliers, according to Romeo
Effs, founder and CEO of Lumorus, a consultancy
focused on better governance. He believes the
treasury community should be using its influence
at the top of UK corporates to drive change.
“I’m sure treasurers enjoy influence in their
organisation, both at the top with people in
procurement and people in the supply chain.
What treasurers in companies need to recognise
is that supply chain is a strategic material risk
for the business; I’ve seen so many examples of
this: if you don’t manage it well, you can go bust.
“So you have to ensure that your supply chain
and the sustainability of your supply chain
becomes part of the strategic risk plan. When we
work with boards, we ensure that that becomes
part of the balance scorecard and the risk register.”
Austin agreed, and urged treasurers to take
a leading role in nudging larger companies
towards a better way of doing business. “I think
it’s really important that treasurers get involved
in this agenda; it’s no longer just an accounting
or finance function. It is a fundamental part of
the business, and from a banking perspective
and forming a set of assets under management
focused on ESG, the supply is there,” he said.
But what of the demand for this type of
product? Austin reported that while many
corporates are looking to introduce sustainability
metrics to their sustainable SCF products,
he estimated that of the roughly 1,500 SCF
programmes across the world, with around
150 in the UK, currently there are only a handful
of sustainable SCF programmes.
Why? “It’s not necessarily easy to do, because
it’s quite a fundamental structural change in
terms of how you engage your suppliers, in
terms of incentivising them to behave differently;
but it’s an important way of managing scope 3

emissions and influencing behavioural change
in suppliers where otherwise you have little
influence on them,” he explained.

A technical solution
Douglas sees technology as a potential
gamechanger in driving both corporate appetite,
bank readiness and supplier enthusiasm.
“I think what’s been missing, certainly
historically, has been the technology to make
it happen for smaller suppliers, as well as
education and the right information to help small
businesses understand the benefits of various
tools that are available to them. Because without
that, you’re always going to have friction; unless
you use technology to plug that gap, then it feels
like someone’s winning and someone’s losing.”
Indeed, NatWest is now working with
Microsoft to analyse supply chain data to help
its SME customers get the right kind of data to
enable it to access the finance in the right way.
“And then we can present through open banking
KPIs, so they can get the right kind of solutions
that they need,” Austin pointed out. “To us,
that’s working with the right kind of fintech or
technology partners to be able to deliver that,
but it is unbelievably important.”
So, technology matters. However, Effs was
clear that no matter what products and services
were available, treating suppliers fairly and in
a way that protected them for the longer term
started from a simple premise: “Treasurers,
think of your role as making a much bigger
impact in the world,” he said.
“Your role is not just about managing FX and
cash management. Sure, that’s what you do for the
business, but what’s the legacy that you’re leaving?
How can you use your job to ensure that you
impact society in a much wider way so that you
leave this world a much better place for yourself,
for your kids and your grandkids? And if you
approach your job from that perspective, you’ll
see the impact that you make more widely.”
Christian Doherty is editor of The Treasurer
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HOW WILL CENTRAL
BANKS REACT TO
INFLATION IN 2022?
Central banks face a tricky 12 months ahead,
as inflation shows no sign of letting up yet
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1.25%
Financial markets
expect four 25bp
hikes from the
Fed this year,
which would take
the funds rate to
1.25% by year end

fter almost three decades of low
and mostly stable inflation across
the advanced world, prices are
surging once again. In the US,
inflation accelerated from 1.4%
to 7% over the course of last year.
In the eurozone, it jumped from
0.9% to 5% over the same period,
with a similar rise from 0.7% to 5.4% in the UK.
While central banks and a broad consensus
of market economists, including myself, had
predicted some modest inflation as economies
emerged from the depths of the pandemic, the
pace of price growth was a surprise.
With this error in mind, one should be cautious
of making a big bet on exactly when and at what
rates inflation will peak in major economies.
While inflation will probably top out soon and
roll over into the second half of the year, the risks
to the outlook remain tilted to the upside due
to the persistent nature of the factors behind
the inflation as well as emerging risks such as
the Russia-Ukraine conflict, which threatens
to further push up energy prices.
So, why is inflation surging so much? While
there are local one-off factors linked to national
economic policies behind the rise, most of the
ongoing inflation is caused by a substantial
disequilibrium between global supply and
Western demand.
The supply-side factors include, but are
not limited to: the initial shock from global
production shutdowns in spring 2020; a dramatic
reduction in inventories; shortfalls of key inputs
and commodities; transport bottlenecks at sea
and on land; fresh disruptions in Asian ports
linked to zero COVID-19 policies; and major
labour shortages in key industries.

These supply challenges are amplified by robust
consumer spending – especially in the US, where
cash handouts have led to excess demand. On both
sides of the Atlantic, households enjoy record real
net-worth, booming labour markets and large
excess savings. The big risk is not that consumers
turn away from the shops as prices rise, but that
they will use their surplus cash balance to absorb
higher prices and push inflation even higher.
At the start of 2022, markets are pondering
what steps the three major Western central banks
will take to contain inflation risks and return the
growth in prices towards more sustainable rates.
The Bank of England is out in front. After
stopping net-asset purchases in December, it also
hiked its policy rate by 15bp from a historic low of
0.1%. Two or three further 25bp hikes, as well as
the start of a pre-signalled balance sheet unwind,
are likely for 2022.
The US Federal Reserve is turning ever more
hawkish, too. US policymakers look set to halt netasset purchases in March, which should coincide
with a first-rate hike. Financial markets expect
four 25bp hikes from the Fed this year, which
would take the funds rate to 1.25% by year end.
Excess demand plays no major role in eurozone
inflation. Labour shortages and wage inflation
risks are less pronounced than in the post-Brexit
UK. The European Central Bank can thus afford to
go slow. It will likely stop its net-asset purchases
roughly a year later than the Fed, with a good
chance of rate hikes from summer 2023 onwards.
As central banks dial back their stimulus,
financial markets may fear a downturn is around
the corner. But such worries are far too premature.
Advanced economies are still at the early stages
of an economic upswing that can last through the
decade, as long as governments don’t get their
fiscal and regulatory policies badly wrong.

Kallum Pickering is senior economist
at Berenberg Bank
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Tesla has pioneered
the use of payment
via charger, cutting out
banks from the process
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A new vehicle in
payment innovation
Getty

Embedded finance could be your firm’s next big brand extension.
But how do you know it’s the right fit? Matt Packer finds out
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01

TESLA SUPERCHARGER
NETWORK
Tesla drivers who are stopping off at
one of the carmaker’s charging stations
pay for their energy top-ups directly
with the brand at point of charge,
rather than via a bank.

02

PELOTON
Purchasers of new Peloton bikes, which
cost up to £2,000, can join the buy now,
pay later (BNPL) scheme – arranged in
partnership with fintech Affirm – to settle
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up for the products on a monthly basis
(an option to pedal off the debt does not
appear in the terms and conditions…).

03

BORUSSIA DORTMUND
FOOTBALL CLUB (BVB)
AND HAMBURG FC
In 2019, both of these German football
teams partnered with Commerzbank
AG division comdirect to launch
embedded finance products for
supporters, enabling them to pay for
food, drink and merchandise on club
premises with high-tech, branded
wristbands. Both clubs launched fan
bank accounts – and BVB’s Fan Depot
offering even enabled fans who owned
shares in the club to trade them on the
German stock exchange.

04

ROYALE OCEANIC
In this case, the facility wasn’t
aimed at the luxury yachting firm’s
passengers, but its captains and
crew – providing them with
branded cards that enabled them
to pay for daily provisions on
sightseeing tours without having
to cart around paper cash. Set up in
partnership with banking-as-a-service
specialist Bankable, the cards were tied
to specific Royale Oceanic employees

Luxury yachting supplier Royale Oceanic
has provided captains and crews with
branded cards to use instead of cash

Peloton
customers
can take
advantage of
the brand’s
buy now, pay
later scheme
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n and of itself, the trend of nonfinancial companies embedding
financial services into their
product offerings is not new.
What is new is the potential
scale of the market.
In September, a survey from
fintech business OpenPayd
showed that almost 75% of
brands plan to launch embedded
finance products in the next two years. If
plans for the next five years are taken into
account, the figure rises to more than 90%.
According to recent research from
Sifted – the Financial Times-backed online
herald of the tech and start-up scenes –
the global embedded finance market is set
to be worth an eye-popping $3.6 trillion
by the end of 2030.
So, what actually is embedded finance,
and how does it work?
Essentially, it is a process whereby
a firm integrates a specially tailored
financial infrastructure into its business
model, enabling customers to carry out
transactions with that company in a selfcontained, frictionless way – without
involving traditional banks. As such,
embedded finance products tend to
revolve around individual, ‘in-context’
accounts that customers will set up at
the business in question.
Embedded financial services are
currently divided into four main
categories – payments, lending, banking
and insurance – and a quick glance at
notable examples from recent years shows
that they cover a wide variety of sectors:

JL IMAGES/Shutterstock
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and yachts – dramatically simplifying
the brand’s accounts management.

Listening to data
If we were to plot embedded finance
on the Gartner Hype Cycle, we could
argue that the market is probably
poised somewhere between the initial
technology trigger – in this case, the
rise of fintech – and the fabled Peak
of Inflated Expectations. Indeed, there
is at least one sign that the practical
applications of embedded finance may
have been somewhat overstated.
In a 2019 conference talk, Angela
Strange, general partner at fintech
infrastructure guru Andreessen
Horowitz, asserted: “Every company now,
as we saw with Uber, Lyft, Shopify and
Mindbody, should be thinking about how
to leverage financial services – to better
serve their customers, better retain their
customers and drive more margin.”
However, in a recent Sifted panel
discussion, Andy Barker, executive vice
president, payments, at marketplace
software provider Mirakl, cautioned
that embedded finance would not
necessarily be the right fit for every
business. “You should lead by the

customers and data that you [already]
have,” he advised, “before you start
looking at the numbers that are
potentially on the sheet… If you do it bad,
most times you only have one shot.”
On a wider level, a recent report from
The Guardian warned that BNPL deals
– which rocketed during the pandemic,
and have been labelled “the future
of millennial finance” – could end up
posing macroeconomic risks. Quoted in
the piece, head of media at debt charity
StepChange Sue Anderson said that BNPL
schemes “don’t give individuals enough
time or protection to stop, pause and
understand the consequences of their
purchase”. As BNPL services are currently
unregulated, she noted: “It’s not clear
whether [they] are treating customers
fairly and in a way that is consistent with
other credit products.”
Clearly, business leaders considering
teaming up with fintechs to launch
embedded finance products – or who
may even be mulling the logistics of doing
it all in-house – have a lot to think about.
In the assessment of OpenPayd
founder Dr Ozan Özerk, embedded
finance schemes can help the firms that
provide them improve their internal

“You should
lead by the
customers and
data that you
[already] have”
ANDY BARKER

financial management. He sees that
happening in three ways: by scaling
payment flows, laying the groundwork
for data-led innovations – and
simplifying treasury.
As Özerk explains, the relevant
operational advantages stem from the
back end of the software that runs these
products, which would be accessible
to the treasury function and other, key
finance professionals. “Embedded finance
enables a treasury manager to control the
process from A to Z as an integrated part
of their existing toolkit,” he says.
Özerk notes: “The treasurer should
always be able to see balances in different
currencies, and expected incoming or
outgoing funds related to the product.
They should be able to move money
around between various banking
providers, choose between domestic
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“Should football
teams issue their
own crypto-tokens
or engage in
selling credit?”

Aligning values

DR OZAN ÖZERK

For those reasons
and others, Özerk is
puzzled by the pockets of scepticism
that have sprung up around
embedded finance.
He says: “I define embedded finance
as any type of regulated activity that
takes place as an integrated part of a
product offering. Both regulated and
non-regulated entities can enrich their
offering by benefitting from embedded
finance providers. As an example,
a non-regulated entity can provide
banking or insurance offerings in a
seamless way, giving the user the best
possible customer experience.
“A sceptical approach to embedded
finance from a B2B perspective seems
a little strange, because all companies
have a foot in the regulated financial
environment. They have bank accounts,
insurance and credit lines. So, on a
level of principle, embedded finance
solutions have broad benefits.”
However, Özerk has some sympathy
for the view that an embedded finance
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offering on the B2C side should
align with a corporate’s business
model and how it is viewed by
its customers.
Reflecting on the examples of BVB
and Hamburg FC, he hypothesises
on how such offerings could evolve.
“Should football teams issue their
own crypto-tokens or engage in selling
credit?” he asks. “Well, what are the
values that you as a club want to convey
to your audience? What could be the
consequences of something going
wrong? If you give fans access to BNPL,
are you pressuring some individuals
who shouldn’t borrow money into
doing just that? And others into buying
something they shouldn’t buy?”
In Özerk’s view, ethical conduct in
the B2C marketplace is non-negotiable.
“If I’m going abroad,” he says, “do
I want my airline, car-rental company
or any private business trying to upsell
me insurance if I’m already covered?

Do I want them to make me feel
insecure about my existing coverage?
“There are lots of questions on the
ethical and reputational side, especially
when you’re facing consumers. Who are
you targeting? Are you really providing
people with a better, cheaper service
– or are you squeezing marginalised
groups or underbanked people to buy
expensive credit or engage in financial
activities they shouldn’t engage in?”

Evaluating strategy
With all those questions in mind, it makes
sense for treasurers to play a key role in
their companies’ strategic discussions
around whether or not to adopt
embedded finance and launch relevant
service offerings.
In some firms, marketing departments
– and certain senior leaders – will
undoubtedly see embedded finance as a
prop for game-changing brand extensions
and lucrative new revenue streams. But
while treasurers wouldn’t want to be
viewed as innovation blockers, if they’re
not evaluating the logistics and looking
out for potential pitfalls, who will?
Naresh Aggarwal, associate director,
policy and technical, at the Association

taranchic/Shutterstock; Stats from Juniper Research
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and international banking rails, and deal
with banking holidays and other types of
settlement challenges.”
He points out: “The treasurer can
also manage liquidity in a much more
efficient way than logging into multiple
providers without knowing where the
funds are, or whether they are in transit.
They can gather more precise data on
the company’s cash-flow position in
relation to uptake and use of the product,
and manage the exposure that may
emerge from currency fluctuations in the
territories where the product is in use.”
The back end of an embedded finance
product, Özerk says,
can be integrated into
an existing treasury
management system
as a separate screen,
complete with a range
of customised functions
that reflect how the
business wants to
commercialise the
offering among
its customers.

taranchic/Shutterstock; Stats from Juniper Research

Borussia Dortmund Football
Club’s stadium, where
supporters can make
purchases using high-tech,
branded wristbands

BVB’s fan account
includes a banking
app, a pay-asyou-go bracelet
and Visa card
with contactless
payment function

$43bn

value of
embedded
finance market
in 2021

$138bn
estimated value
of embedded
finance market
by 2026

of Corporate Treasurers,
says: “If we look at BNPL,
for example, I need to
understand from a treasury
perspective the cash-flow
implications. Because clearly, we’re not
getting paid as quickly as we were before.
What are the financing arrangements
behind the scheme?”
He points out: “If my prospective
fintech partner is charging 4–6% to cover
financing, admin and so on, I need to find
a way to understand what that means
in terms of my own funding costs. Is it
perhaps more cost-effective for me to
go to Barclays or Lloyds and ask for a
working capital solution linked to sales?
What can the fintech provide that my
relationship banks can’t?
“We also have potential cross-border
issues. Our novel service offering may
fall outside the regulatory perimeter
in some jurisdictions, but not in others.
That may have complexities attached:
if we get caught inside the regulatory
perimeter, what are my firm’s compliance
costs? And are they treasury costs – or
should they sit inside legal?”
He notes: “What we as treasurers
should be doing is not reflexively

supporting embedded
finance initiatives across
our businesses, but picking
up market intelligence,
talking to our sales, marketing
and procurement teams and – if
things move further along – helping out
on product development.
“I’m a big believer in education and
training, so this topic provides a great
opportunity for treasurers to take the
lead and make presentations to our
boards about what embedded finance
is, and what it could mean for different
types of firms.”
Aggarwal adds: “These innovative
watersheds are all journeys. As
treasurers, our role is to stimulate
conversations and ensure that our
companies are making decisions based
on fact, rather than fiction.”

Matt Packer is a freelance business,
finance and leadership journalist
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View from…

the CFO’s office

CLIENT

Treasurers sometimes feel misunderstood by other functions. Two CFOs
explain to Christian Doherty what they want from their treasury teams

A

former financial
controller, COO and
big 4 consultant, Bart
Adam has more than
25 years of security
industry experience,
and was the CFO of Swedish security
multinational Securitas from
January 2013 until 2021, when he
stepped back into a consultancy role.
Neil Morling is currently the CFO
of architecture firm Handley House.
Before that, he held the CFO role
at Olswang, as well as guiding the
merger of EC Harris into Arcadis to
form a global built asset consultancy.

WHAT ARE THE ASPECTS
THAT YOU VALUE
THE MOST IN YOUR
TREASURY FUNCTION?
-

Bart Adam: Cash is of your upmost
value and treasurers are really
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managing the cash for the entire
WHAT DO YOU LOOK FOR
company. In our case, we consolidate
IN A TREASURER?
every day the entire cash pooling
around the group globally into
Neil Morling: Experience is useful,
followed by a really good network.
one place.
What you’re looking for in
It doesn’t apply so much these days,
but it used to be very much a case of
a treasurer is actually two
who you knew and the deal you
things: first, it’s trust –
got. And while it’s far more
they are sitting on a very
regimented these days,
important asset, so you
I have seen treasurers
want to have trustworthy
worth their weight in
and reliable people
gold simply because
there. Second, is you
they had a very good
really want to have
list of names in the
competence. This is a
phone directory.
specific field of interest
It is still about
where there are many
knowing the right people
technicalities; many
to go for, but I think there
things have to be considered
Big 4 consultant
is
also a lot to do with
that people who are not into
Bart Adam
negotiation skills now, as
treasury have no idea about.
Therefore, you’re also looking
well as knowing the system. Generally,
these days, putting any sort of
for that technical knowledge as
financing structure in place can be
well as competence.

Two organisation heads give
their views on the importance
of treasurers to the business

rather arduous and time-consuming,
in part because banks work quite
differently and they can throw various
things at you. So, having a treasurer
with experience who can navigate
that can be really useful.

HOW SERVICE-ORIENTED
DO YOU EXPECT TREASURY
TO BE?
-

BA: In our case, treasury serves as our
internal bank, and normally your bank
is somebody you want to have a good
relationship with. For instance, all
treasury centres at some point in time
have also taken more responsibility
for other parts of the balance sheet
in their territory. I said to them,
“Look, you need to act as a bank,
so you also need to ask the questions
a bank would ask internally.”
So, if the subsidiary is coming in
asking for money, you need to ask,
for instance: “What do you need
that money for? How is your balance
sheet looking? Can we improve your
balance sheet? Can we work with
your receivers?”
Taking that internal role – and
the fact that they were allowed to
ask those questions and not to act
purely as a compliance function that
simply follows the procedure – can
be an eye-opener for them.

Shutterstock

DO YOU EXPECT YOUR
TREASURY TEAM TO BE
PROACTIVE OR REACTIVE?
-

NM: It really depends on whether
you’re cash positive or cash negative.
If you’re cash positive, I’d say the core
skills come to the fore, making sure
you get the best you can for the money.
Cash negative is where they can be
worth their weight in gold.
These days there is far more
to a treasurer than just servicing
the debt or making sure that the
cash is working in those particular
areas. I would have thought their
lives have become far more difficult
as things become more regulated
through almost every aspect of
business we do these days. And

ACQUISITIONS: GETTING IT RIGHT
Securitas recently completed a $10m acquisition of Stanley Security in the US
through both equity and bonds issuance. “Treasury was extremely important,
because in our case, we had to put bridge facilities in place and we had to have
a take-off strategy to replace the bridge funding with more settled financing,”
says Bart Adam. “Then, to help the communication with our rating agency, our
treasury department really had to understand the business case.”

proactivity can help: if we’re in
growth, for instance, I’d often look
for advice if we’re looking to sell into
a new country because there are so
many money-laundering regulations
and so on.
We recently had a query about Iran
that the treasurer helped with: they
said in theory the UK can trade with
Iran, but if you’ve got any form of US
business, you don’t want to be doing
that. So it’s really helpful to have
a treasurer strong enough to bring
that up. It’s funny because they’re
often kept away in a dark cupboard
somewhere and don’t come out,
because normally the business doesn’t
have that much interaction, but
on things like that, they can be
worth their weight in gold.

WHAT DOES
THE BUSINESS
SOMETIMES GET
WRONG ABOUT
TREASURY?
-

don’t understand that and instead
they think, ‘This is corporate.
Everything is well planned and follows
a procedure and a process. Why come
with this in the last second, and why
are you changing your mind from one
day to the next?’ That is sometimes
a struggle.
I see that on some products that we
buy within the treasury department,
it’s still a market out there where
it’s a very active and ‘on-the-spot’
decision: we buy or we don’t buy, or
we issue or we don’t issue, today or
tomorrow. Sometimes I see that all the
departments in our corporate world
do not understand.

HOW CLOSE
SHOULD
TREASURY BE
TO THE CFO?
-

NM: You have to work
closely, because at
the end of the day,
if they get it wrong
and you suddenly fall
BA: There are some
foul of a covenant or you
misconceptions. If you look
Neil Morling,
at treasury, to some extent
Handley House CFO discover you’ve had half of
your cash sat in a current
you buy a lot of products from
account and the auditors will pick it
the market in the banking world.
up and get some Brownie points and
It’s a market out there. If you issue a
management is left trying to explain
bond, that is really a market product
it. So ultimately, you have to be able
where the market can be closed, or
to trust them, because from a CFO
very active, the market can be very
perspective, I almost like to park the
slow, and many things can happen;
treasury while I’m focusing on growth,
and the climate can change from one
acquisition, maintaining profitability
day to another. If you feel now is the
and going after cash, which can be
right time to approach the market,
more demanding. It’s an odd one.
then you have to do that.
They are very important to me, but
What I sometimes see is that
they almost need to be left alone.
other parts of the organisation
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FTSE SUPPLY CHAIN WOES
Disruption to supply chains is a
growing threat to UK corporates
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Source: Navigating an Uneven Recovery (Q4 Profit Warnings Report), EY-Parthenon, January 2022
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44%

limits – and amid
upply chain
ongoing volatility
disruption has
around supply and
become an
demand, the report
increasingly painful
ers
highlights cash
headache for the UK’s
Retail
management impacts
largest corporates, according
with distinct relevance
to the latest edition of EYto corporate treasurers.
Parthenon’s FTSE-focused
“Unexpected changes in
Profit Warnings Report.
orders and the availability
Covering Q4 2021, the report
of materials and staff make
charts a dramatic surge throughout
 THREE FTSE SECTORS MOST AFFECTED forecasting
challenging,” it
last year in the percentage of FTSE
BY SUPPLY CHAIN DISRUPTION IN Q4 2021, states, stressing that FTSE
profit warnings that cited supply
BY PERCENTAGE OF FIRMS THAT ISSUED firms have a “continuing need
chain issues as material threats to
PROFIT WARNINGS CITING THE PROBLEM to scenario plan and to build
the bottom line – with Q2’s 16% and
additional headroom into
Q3’s 29% paving the way for Q4’s allshort-term cash-flow forecasts – especially if
time record of 44%. That’s all the more remarkable
companies are reliant on sales-linked financing.”
when we consider that supply chain disruption was
Factors such as the spread of Omicron and
cited in just 2% of the warnings EY analysed from
the potential for further factory and port
2009 to 2019 – a whole decade’s worth of data.
shutdowns in Asia only add to the uncertainty,
EY points out that a rapid, post-lockdown restart
the report notes.
of global supply chains stretched them to their
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Taking charge in 2022
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The 2021 ACT Working Capital Conference returned as a live
event and provided insight into working capital management
and supply chain finance

ART
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ecember saw the return
of the Association of
Corporate Treasurers’
(ACT’s) flagship
Working Capital
Conference as an
in-person event.
Held at London’s Leonardo City
Hotel, the conference offered a chance
for treasurers, consultants, academics
and regulators to gather together once
more to survey an economic landscape
that looked significantly different to
that which prevailed the last time the
gathering was held in person.
Host Naresh Aggarwal, the ACT’s
associate director of policy and
technical, summed up the mood
when he celebrated the return of the
spontaneity and networking energy
that comes from being with other
people at the conference.
“Done well, working capital can
generate really valuable insights into
a business, and while it remains an
undervalued and underrated source
of finance, it’s a vital part of the mix for
many treasurers,” Aggarwal explained.
The agenda focused on how treasurers
are designing their working capital
strategies in the face of some significant
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trends: inflation, supply chain
disruption and resilience, as well as
newly emerging tech solutions – some of
which promise more than they deliver.
Delegates were welcomed by James
Waud, head of banks and transaction
services at the conference’s lead
sponsor, NatWest. He hailed the treasury
community’s resilience and adaptability
in the face of another challenging year.
“To see people and businesses embrace
the challenges in front of them, finding
solutions to seemingly daunting
problems is really inspiring.
“In the context of this backdrop,
the conference feels much more
relevant than ever, with the importance
of working capital management for
treasury something that’s been a
consistent theme for many years,
and COVID-19 only added fuel to that.”

Inflation and its impact
Central to much of the day’s work
was the increasingly urgent impact of
rising inflation across global markets.
Speaking at a session on the impact of
inflation on working capital, Dr John
Whittaker, senior teaching fellow
at Lancaster University, issued
a stark warning for the coming
year: “Inflation may stay
higher, with interest rates
rising higher. So, after 20
years of falling, the era of
ultra-low borrowing costs
is over. The question is: are
you ready for interest rates of
5%? It might be an alarmist
view, but is it so
implausible?”
Brian
Shanahan,
director of

“Done well,
working capital
can generate
really valuable
insights into
a business”
NARESH AGGARWAL
Informita, pointed out that the
extensive cash hoarding that began
with the financial crisis of 2008 has
been intensified by COVID-19 and its
impacts, when companies drew
down to the maximum extent.
“However, imbalances remain. We
can debate how transitory inflation
might be, but it creates a level of
uncertainty and discomfort, so the
attraction of the safety of cash and
its equivalents is clear,” he said.
The session also touched on how the
continued supply chain disruption is
driving much of the inflation across the
globe. “That’s all because of COVID-19
and Brexit,” Shanahan explained.
“There are other factors, such
as climate change that leads
to floods in certain parts of
the world, that then disrupt
production facilities. As long
as that goes on, corporates will
continue to reach for safety.”

The ACT’s Naresh Aggarwal
celebrated being together
again in person at the ACT
Working Capital Conference

ACT Working Capital Conference, 1

SOLVING THE
WORKING CAPITAL
TECH PUZZLE
Royston Da Costa, assistant group
treasurer at Ferguson, explained the
benefits – and limits – of technology
in optimising working capital
management, and how to avoid
the digitisation of the status quo

NatWest’s Marcus
Wright provided an
economic update
keynote presentation

What that will mean for treasurers
remains unclear, and will depend in
large part on individual sectors. But
Paul Wilde, treasurer at Shawbrook
Bank, said he shared the growing belief
that inflation will trigger a paradigm
shift in his role.
“We’re seeing real inflation that will
drive that change; for instance, wage
inflation tells me there is a supply and
demand imbalance, so I need to focus
on retaining my staff, while monetary
tightening will force me as a bank

treasurer to manage
more closely the
supply of funding and
loans out of the bank.”
He was clear that
the imposition of
reduced liquidity in
the system will make
a material impact:
“Liquidity is so
important, and after
10 years when the
Bank of England has
stuffed it down banks’
throats, forcing it
through the corporate
sector. So, as the
Bank of England tightens the supply
of quantitative easing, there will be
less money there, leaving some
corporates stranded.”
Wilde was clear that things will soon
change. “The reduction in liquidity
will mean the cost of funds will go up,
and covenants get difficult. We can’t
say when that will happen, but it will
probably play out over years rather
than months. And does it need to
happen from an economic allocation
point of view? I think it does.”

“Sometimes we could be looking
for a solution where there isn’t a
problem. So, it’s the processes that
we need to get right first – and then
start looking at the tech. For us,
it’s about adding value by becoming
more streamlined and secure. As a
decentralised business, we wanted
a treasury management system to
future-proof our business because we
are acquisitive as well; so every time
we onboarded a new company, we
didn’t want to have to manually add
new systems onto that. We wanted
a plug and play.
“But today there are interactions
with banks that still fall short,
especially in the KYC area. So I want
banks to up their game and help us to
the next level. It is possible to change
things, and let’s not forget that the
economic crisis drove senior leaders
to look to technology to solve some
of the problems.
“There might need to be changes
at the treasury end, too: historically,
the business case has almost always
presented a cost saving. When we
did our last project there weren’t any
real cost savings for me to present;
instead, we could quantify the time
saving – we managed to save 106
days in a year.”
For more from Da Costa, visit:
treasurers.org/hub/treasurermagazine/how-IT-learned-tolove-treasury
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FintechWatch
Who are the young, dynamic fintechs that have set their sights on making treasurers’
lives easier? Matt Packer asks three CEOs about their offerings

A

s one of the fastestevolving segments of
the technology sector,
fintech is increasingly
specialising in key
business functions – and treasury
is no exception. In this issue we
highlight three fintechs aiming to
address major areas of concern for
corporate treasurers.
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TREASURY MANAGEMENT: A352
FINANCIAL NAVIGATOR (A352.IO)
What does your technology do?
Jürgen Wolff, CEO
Financial Navigator automates cash
management as much as possible. The
platform automatically imports banking
and enterprise resource planning data.
This provides treasurers with a real-time
view on their cash positions, as well as a
historical perspective – regardless of their

banks, currency holdings or geographical
footprints. Our software also includes
a payment engine, enabling faster, more
transparent and bank-agnostic payments
execution. We also provide cash-flow
forecasting. In short, our solution helps
treasurers see all their cash, move it and
manage its future developments, whether
for a group or for a stand-alone company.

Who would it suit?
JW: We are looking to serve companies
with an annual turnover of between €10m
and €300m. The solution is suitable for all
levels of treasurers.
What sort of problem(s) does your
system solve?
JW: Our solution eliminates manual
data processing and analysis, and solves
the problem of manual synchronisation
processes in treasury departments. As
such, it tackles the following pain points:
Uncertain data quality, stemming
from manually prepared analyses
and data merges between different
systems. Our platform addresses that
issue by providing a single, central
interface for users, supported by
automated analyses.
Time-consuming data aggregation,
which typically arises from manual
merging of reports from multiple systems.
Our toolkit automates data imports,
giving users more time to focus on
value-added tasks.
Risk of human error in data
collection, aggregation or analysis.
The software takes pressure off staff,
freeing them to act on the insights that
the data provides.

01
02
03

Financial Navigator also enhances
transparency and foresight through
automated cash-flow forecasting and
performance measurement, which can
function as an early-warning system.

Shutterstock

How much does it cost to use?
JW: Our pricing depends on each client’s
choice of features, as well as the size and
structural complexity of their business.
Who are you targeting?
JW: A352 is a young company – we were
founded in the first week of COVID-19. At
present, we are targeting SMEs and midcaps, as well as fast-growing start-ups
and scale-ups that are striving to enhance
their cash management capabilities. Our
wide range of features enables us to meet
multiple needs in one solution, allowing
for a broad customer audience and
upselling as key sources of growth.

FX: NEO CAPITAL MARKETS
(GETNEO.COM)
What does your technology do?

Laurent Descout, CEO
Neo empowers businesses to go
international. Our multicurrency
accounts enable clients to rapidly
collect invoices and pay suppliers
worldwide – not quite in every
currency, but in just over 35 at
this point. It provides functionality
that treasurers can use to interact
with their supply chains. Neo
offers access to its entire suite
of currencies via one single IBAN,
combined with some powerful
treasury analytics functions.

companies. It is also fully
application programming
interface reachable, so you
can easily plug in whichever
application(s) you already
have in-house, or whatever
data sets you need to perform
particular tasks. There are also
risk management functions –
for example, we enable clients
to use forecasts of currency
market positions to simulate
the impact of an increase or
decrease in a specific rate on
cash-flow expectations.

Who would it suit?

How much does it cost to use?

LD: We are seeing interest from
multiple types of users – from
SME clients who are trying
to migrate away from
bricks-and-mortar
banks, all the way
up to much bigger
industry players
who need to have the
ability to collect large
amounts of different
currencies. The version
of our system that our larger
clients use is almost the same
as the one used by SMEs, just
with a couple of add-ons. We
also have clients from the asset
management sector, who use
the technology to manage their
investments. We assist any type
of international organisation that
has a need to operate across
multicurrency corridors.

What sort of problem(s) does
your system solve?
LD: Neo simplifies the type
of account structure that we
typically see in international

LD: SME clients start out with
a simple plan of around €100
per month, which provides
access to 30 currencies.
For larger users,
subscriptions are
between €5,000 and
€10,000 per month,
providing clients with
the ability to connect
the system to multiple
treasury centres.

Who are you targeting?

LD: At the moment we are
focusing mainly on finance
professionals in the UK and
eurozone. We currently see a
lot of scope to grow in Belgium,
France, Germany, Italy, the
Netherlands, Poland and Spain.
Interestingly, we are also seeing
some demand from nonEuropean firms that want to
have a base for interacting with
European clients and suppliers.
That demand is coming from
Singapore, Hong Kong and
other Asia-Pacific countries.
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What does your technology do?
Senior vice president, strategic
innovations, Andrew O’Garro
We’re software as a service providers –
so, within that definition, it’s important
to note that we’re not restricted to eBAM.
Taken in the round, our tools handle
a range of what could be called niche
tasks around banking data and cash
balance management, and CBAM+ is
a cornerstone offering that sits within
our broader portfolio.
Its chief capability is to ingest and
visually represent lots of disparate
data around corporate bank accounts
in a variety of categories – for example,
business units, account numbers, the
services that those accounts are used
for and so on. That’s supported by a cash
balance reporting function that harvests
relevant data from the SWIFT network
and other sources, plus a regulatory
reporting function. The software serves
users with easy-to-digest presentations of
cash balance data as speedily as possible.

Shutterstock

CLIENT

Who would it suit?
AO: Treasurers at every level in any
business with revenues of up to $1bn.
It would be particularly useful for
companies that are scaling up and
looking to add efficiencies through
automation so that treasurers and other
finance staff can be more strategic.
Treasurers would typically use CBAM+
if they have tended to rely on manual
methods of record-keeping, but their
company has arrived at a stage where

Excel is no longer viable for managing
bank account data and balances.
It’s a multi-tenanted platform that
any number of treasury colleagues can
connect to and use all at the same time.
What sort of problem(s) does your
system solve?
AO: In conjunction with our other tools,
CBAM+ brings automation to your
workflow, providing more up-to-date
and user-friendly analyses of balance
data and fees, as well as streamlining
regulatory reporting tasks – particularly
in relation to the sort of requirements
enshrined in US Foreign Bank Account
Report legislation.

“Our tools
handle
a range of
what could
be called
niche tasks
around
banking
data”

How much does it cost to use?
AO: We have a competitive and
affordable matrix of pricing based on
the number of bank accounts you hold
and the number of people who need to
connect to the system.
Who are you targeting?
AO: Our primary markets are North and
South America and Asia-Pacific – but we
are preparing for a push into Europe and
the Middle East. Our current client base
is about 60% financial institutions and
40% corporate, so we are looking to bring
what we have learned from working with
financial institutions to our services for
corporate clients.
Matt Packer is a freelance business,
finance and leadership journalist
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Expert answers to today’s challenges
What skills do treasurers
need to develop to keep up
with digital transformation
in their organisations?
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IT SKILLS

GETTING THE
BASICS RIGHT

With technology central to the treasury
function, Mark Rowland asks how treasurers
can be sure they have the right skills in
their teams for the next five years
Getty

TECHNOLOGY

38

40

42

Sarah Boyce highlights some aspects of
the LIBOR transition that are not complete,
and provides corporates with a checklist

Organisations need to create an environment
for their teams to thrive in a world where a
high proportion of people are changing jobs

Technological advancement will benefit
companies by improving efficiency and
growth, following investment in IT systems

LIBOR UPDATE

RESILIENCE IN WORKPLACES

GREATER DIGITISATION
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ifferent treasuries have
different models and systems.
Most work with enterprise
resource planning (ERP)
systems, others have moved
on to treasury management
systems (TMS). Some need to understand SQL
coding, others can rely on their systems for
database queries. More advanced teams are
building their own databases, making coding
skills desirable.
However, there is a broader trend
towards a more digital approach to treasury
management. This is taking place in tandem
with wider digital transformation across
organisations, particularly within finance
functions. As the Association of Corporate
Treasurers’ Business of Treasury 2021 report
revealed, changes in working patterns, the
growth of cybercrime and the need to build
more robust and adaptable teams makes
investing in IT skills critically important.

DEEPER LEARNING
CLIENT

James Kelly, treasurer at Pearson, says that
treasurers are having to interface with TMS
or software providers and internal IT functions
more and more often.
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“You need people who can understand
what the objectives are and what you’re
looking to do,” he says.
“They need to have enough technical
knowledge to be able to effectively get
to different teams with slightly different
perspectives and experiences, to be able
to find a common language and a common
way of work.”
As treasury teams adopt more technology,
they often develop specialist teams to
implement certain processes or use particular
platforms, he says. But it’s also increasingly
helpful to have people who can bridge the
gap between the technology specialists and
the rest of the team – and beyond.
But the treasury sector is not living in a world
of artificial intelligence (AI) and big data just
yet, says Kelly. “When people talk about big
data, they’re typically talking about multiple
terabytes. The average treasury usually deals
with hundreds of gigabytes, up to a terabyte.
By the time you slice that down, that’s probably
at a level that you can almost run out of Excel
or an SQL query level database.
“So, the need for really heavy AI and machine
learning [ML] isn’t huge because the quantity
of data isn’t enormous,” he adds.

IT skills, 2

GOOD TO TALK

As a result, Kelly does not think the majority of
treasury teams will end up with a ML specialist
over the next four to five years. However,
he says that in a recent role he recruited for,
he was looking for someone with a strong
knowledge of ERP systems and data literacy.
“We do all of our cash-flow reporting,
forecasting, interest forecasting, etc. We
needed someone to look after all the planning
and forecasting for the group pieces. If they
have the ERP and data knowledge, we can
teach some of the coding and AI pieces.”
A lot of the digital skills are not difficult
for treasurers to learn, he adds, as long as
they have a strong financial and technical
background. Where the biggest change is
coming is through softer skills.
As more teams move to a
mostly remote or hybrid-working
UK businesses –
model, it has become more
in need of hard
critical for treasury teams to
data skills beyond
be good time managers and
basic IT skills –
communicators. “It’s so easy
are recruiting
to get three-quarters of the
for 215,000way through a task and get
234,000 roles
stuck. If you’re not in constant
communication with others, you
can get blocked, and that can have
a knock-on impact elsewhere in the team.
“Traditionally, within treasury, you tend
to look for technical skills – people who are
numerate and increasingly data savvy – but
you also need people who are really good
project managers and communicators.
Because otherwise you end up with five
or six people working hard in silos, which
can have a detrimental impact on the
work needed to be done due to a lack
of organisation and communication.

Getty

SOFT MACHINE

You can’t beat the machine at what the
machine does well, which is why the biggest
change is for more people-based skills. In
The Treasury Recruitment Company’s list of 12
essential skills for treasurers, eight were more
people skills, such as relationship building,
communication and strategic thinking.
“If you understand the inputs and outputs of a
TMS, then it’s going to flow into balance sheets
and your FX risk, etc,” says the firm’s CEO and

“It’s so easy to get
three-quarters of the
way through a task
and get stuck”
JAMES KELLY

founder Mike Richards. “Treasurers are effective
salespeople. So it depends on what they need
to sell, and whether the CFO is buying.”
Treasury is no longer siloed and segregated,
Richards explains; it is now much closer to the
operational side of the business. This requires
a new set of skills, and treasurers need to
embrace them.
“It comes back to the softer stuff that
treasury departments aren’t used to,” he says.
“So, treasury teams need to think about how
they’re going to develop these new skills.
That’s particularly difficult when we’re still
dealing with the impacts of COVID-19.”

HYBRID APPROACH

Treasury managers shouldn’t just be thinking
about what they want from their employees,
adds Richards. They should also think about
what they can offer them. Treasurers with
the most robust and clear plans for remote
and blended working will be able to attract
the best talent, he says. “There’s a massive
need for clarity of structure. Not of their team
necessarily, but how they’re going to deliver
treasury results going forward.”
One of the biggest challenges in determining
the essential skill set for treasurers in 2022 is
that the ‘new normal’ is not quite settled yet.
There is much discussion about hybrid-working
models, but no one quite knows what that
looks like.
What is clear is that the treasury skill set is
changing – perhaps not as quickly as some
might suggest. It will be a mix of digital,
technical and personal skills, but we won’t
know what is most important until we settle
into new working models for the long term.

Mark Rowland is a freelance writer and editor
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Over the past few months, there have been huge strides
taken away from the use of LIBOR as a reference benchmark
– but it’s not all over yet, as Sarah Boyce reports
REGULATORY & ACCOUNTING

ART
PRODUCTION

T

he Financial Conduct
Authority has provided a
helpful summary of the status
of LIBOR fixings with effect
from 31 December 2021.
The LIBOR settings that have ended are:
• All euro and Swiss franc LIBOR settings;
• The overnight/spot next, one-week, twomonth and 12-month sterling and Japanese
yen LIBOR settings; and
• The one-week and two-month US dollar
LIBOR settings.

CLIENT

The one-, three- and six-month sterling
and Japanese yen LIBOR settings are
deemed Article 23A benchmarks, meaning
they are now permanently unrepresentative
of the underlying market they seek to
measure. These six LIBOR settings are now
calculated in a way that is generally referred
to as ‘synthetic’ LIBOR. However, synthetic
yen LIBOR will cease at the end of 2022
and availability of synthetic sterling LIBOR
is not guaranteed beyond the end of 2022.
The remaining five US dollar LIBOR
settings will continue to be calculated
using panel bank submissions until
mid-2023 but, broadly speaking, no
new transactions are permitted to
reference LIBOR in any currency.

A 2022 CHECKLIST
FOR CORPORATES

LIBOR transition is not complete for most
corporates. The tasks outstanding can
be broadly split into ‘active transition’
and ‘unintended consequences’. LIBOR
benchmarks will continue to be phased out
through 2022/23, so corporates need to
move away from any references to LIBOR.
They need to be alive to risks if different
instruments fall back to different reference
rates or adopt differing market conventions.
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Some issues for corporates to check include:
• External loans – do they transition to an
appropriate alternate reference rate on the
next rollover date?
• GBP bonds – is it possible to achieve consent
solicitation to transition away from LIBOR?
• Derivative contracts – where the ISDA
fallbacks have been adopted, does this have
any unintended economic or accounting
consequences if any underlying exposure
falls back to an alternate reference rate?
• USD-denominated contracts (under US
law) – will generally fall back to SOFR (under
various legislative packages), but there may
be unintended consequences, so review the
specific instance that applies in each case.
• There are also statutory replacement rates
for EUR (EONIA) and CHF LIBOR – benchmarks
that need to be reviewed to ensure consistency
across the entire financial contracts portfolio.
• Intercompany loans – has an alternate solution
been identified (and, if necessary, agreed with
the tax team)?
• Commercial contracts and in-house systems
– where LIBOR is referenced, what approach
has been decided upon?
Progress with regards to transition away
from LIBOR as a reference rate could be
broadly summarised as either the end
of the beginning (USD) through to the
beginning of the end (GBP, JPY and CHF).
In any event, transition is largely incomplete
and will likely remain on the treasurer’s agenda
throughout 2022.

Sarah Boyce is associate director of policy and
technical at the Association of Corporate Treasurers

“LIBOR
transition is
not complete
for most
corporates”
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Liquidity and cash management will challenge
treasurers in 2022, but here are some quick wins
TREASURY OPERATIONS

ART

1
2

LOOK UNDER THE BONNET

The impact of the pandemic on money market funds (MMFs) has refocused
regulator attention on the efficient operation of financial markets. In the
case of funds that are promoted with environmental, social and governance
(ESG) considerations, how does that manager define and achieve this?

ULTRA SHORT DURATION STRATEGIES

PRODUCTION

Treasurers with longer-term cash, who are able to look down the
credit-quality spectrum and further out in terms of maturity, could
consider Ultra Short Duration solutions to pick up additional yield on strategic
cash reserves for which the investment horizon is at least six to 12 months.
Investors can take advantage of Ultra Short Duration strategies to provide
additional income and total return potential, with a relatively low level of
additional volatility.

CLIENT

3

TAKE A CAREFUL LOOK AT ESG FUNDS

Even though ESG MMFs still represent a small slice of the ($6 trillion)
current MMF sector, continued global investor focus around sustainability
and delivering on global climate change goals have set ESG investing for a rapid
climb. As treasurers work towards applying ESG principles to their investment
portfolios, they will face novel challenges, such as the lack of standardised
methodologies in applying an ESG lens to the investment process.

4

PREPARE FOR AN INTERESTING YEAR

At the time of writing, our base case is that inflation will be transitory and
that the current heightened levels will begin to fall in the second half of
2022, as supply constraints ease and base effects come into play. But we expect
to see some requirements for interest-rate rises in some of the major market
economies in 2022 – most notably in the US and the UK. Clearly, in the current
environment, material risks to any base case projections in the market are set
to continue. Nevertheless, weighing up the opportunities, risks and conditions
impacting the current financial markets, there is scope for optimism. There is
sufficient liquidity in the market looking for safe and attractive investments,
which paired with ripe new areas of green investments and ESG opportunities as
well as Ultra Short Duration strategies, makes a strong case for adding measured
risk to portfolios.
This article is taken from the new Treasurer’s Guide to Global Cash Investment
Resource Hub. Produced by the ACT in collaboration with HSBC Asset Management,
it provides corporate treasurers with the broad view on investment management,
along with key insights and takeaways to help navigate market complexities,
optimise liquidity and build stronger investment portfolios. hub.treasurers.org

Jonathan Curry
is global chief
investment officer
for liquidity and
chief investment
officer of HSBC
Global Asset
Management
(USA) Inc
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RESILIENCE:

PRODUCTION

PEOPLE, PROCESSES & SYSTEMS
The post-COVID-19 world is beginning to form; treasurers
must adapt to keep their teams and systems moving

During these
uncertain times,
companies ought
to look at putting
their teams first

T

he COVID-19 pandemic
has shifted the working
world in ways that no
one could have predicted.
While a completely virtual
workforce was always
the future of doing business for many
companies, it is no longer a choice for
firms that are hesitant to take the leap.
What companies are seeing now more
than ever is what is being labelled the ‘Great
Resignation’ – a term coined by Texas A+M
associate professor of management Anthony
Klotz. This describes the growing trend of
resignations, job openings and workplace
dissatisfaction hitting major markets in the
developed world.
While the education and technology
sectors face the largest risk of turnover,
every company should heed the warning:
something needs to change, starting with
the ways we are nourishing and fostering
our teams. The true test of resilience for
the road ahead will mean taking a look at
organisational culture, available resources
and identifying a successful plan for
mitigating burnout.
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HURDLES FOR THE WORKFORCE

75%

of organisations were
targets of payment fraud
attacks in 2020; while
at first glance that may
seem high, it actually
represents a drop from
nearly 80% in 2019

Arguably, the hardest part about the
pandemic is the not knowing when, how or
even if there will ever be a return to normality.
With new variants mutating and the surge
of Omicron, more people are getting sick
regardless of vaccination status. This creates
something of a perfect storm, as companies
navigate hybrid workplaces or a return to
in-person activities. They must deal with
a shifting set of priorities as people juggle
the need to take care of loved ones, take
on more work in response to turnover and
manage their personal goals with the asks
of their professional environment.
At Actualize Consulting, one of our
main areas in the treasury space is
conducting treasury management system
implementations. We help our clients set
up a system that enables them to access
and action tasks crucial to their business
at any time of day and from anywhere in
the world. As the demand for this service
increases, we are having to be cautious of
our commitments, ensuring our resources are
not stretched thin. Otherwise, it can become
a bitter cycle of turnover and the question

Shutterstock
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COLOUR CODING
HERE
TREASURY
OPERATIONS
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remains: what is more important: mass profit
that drives out key talent or retaining and
training crucial resources who add value with
their acumen, years of experience and subject
matter expertise?
While you can’t overlook the challenges
that lie ahead, there is light at the end of
the tunnel, starting with the call to action
of putting our teams first. From new
technologies to internal opportunities
to create a thriving space for our teams,
the possibilities are endless.

NEW TECHNOLOGY

At the nexus of treasury and technology, you
have tools like robotic process automation
that can automate simple, repeatable tasks.
By incorporating machine learning, you can
eliminate the need for human intervention
on certain tasks, create mechanisms that
program itself to adjust for new data types
and avoid assigning repeatable tasks to team
members. This will reduce human error, create
cost savings and instil peace of mind for
managers and auditors.
For many companies, multilateral netting is
another useful tool to utilise. It provides better
visibility to intercompany FX exposures and
intercompany cash balances. This streamlined
approach increases the effectiveness of your
reconciliations and lowers transaction costs.
Since you are reducing the number of funding
requests and manual wires being requested,
you can also minimise cross-border transfers
while reducing your payment risk.
A reliance on fintech is particularly
important in how it relates to fraud prevention.
According to the Association of Financial
Professionals’ 2021 AFP Payments Fraud and
Control Survey, 75% of organisations were
targets of payment fraud attacks in 2020
– a drop from nearly 80% in 2019. This tells
us that emerging technology and efficient
operations are harder to hack – and we can
expect this rate to go down even further. So,
instead of worrying about the security of your
processes, you can train your team to follow
best practices, identify potential areas of risk
and bring system vulnerabilities to the surface.

“The true test of resilience for the
road ahead will mean taking a look
at organisational culture”
hybrid or fully remote, there is a lack of
organic connection that comes with in-office
banter. As a result, leaders need to open the
budget for virtual socials and catch-ups, and
be genuine about having an open-door policy.
If your team can tell you are trying and can
see the effort, it will be appreciated. Similarly,
you should expect the same of them in
challenging times – a desire to do their best.

IMPORTANT SKILLS GOING FORWARD

To navigate remote-working environments,
treasurers need to be savvy with new
technologies and how to implement them in
a virtual environment. We all know the phrase
‘work smarter, not harder’. Aside from keeping
abreast of technology trends, the real work
is integrating with your team members who
have different working, communication and
productivity styles.
There is an increased emphasis on soft
skills – how to handle existing challenges
quickly and effectively, how to prevent friction
by communicating smoothly and listening
to everyone’s opinions, and how to prioritise
team cohesion over independence. Empathy
is a large part of what makes a healthy
operating team.
No matter your organisation’s goals,
we could all learn a thing or two by staying
humble to make room for others. As long as
you are endeavouring to create an environment
where your team thrives and your operations
are streamlined, you are already on the right
track. That endeavour forms a large piece of
the puzzle when it comes to the strength and
resilience of our teams.

PEOPLE NEED PEOPLE

Alternatively, aside from technology-led
improvements, today’s environment is making
space for our teams to be human – to have
needs, wants and desires outside of their
career. In a virtual environment, whether

Kerry Wekelo is chief operating officer, and
Maddie Yaskowski is manager, benefits and
communications, at Actualize Consulting
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TAKING TRADE
INTO THE 21ST CENTURY
Adopting greater digitisation can improve
supply chain efficiency and resilience

PRODUCTION
CLIENT

uch of today’s trade
regulation actually
dates back to the end
of the 19th century.
But 2022 will see a
long-overdue update
to the rules of the game. Chris Southworth,
secretary-general, International Chamber
of Commerce UK, spoke recently about
the need to drive down costs within the
supply chain.
“Anyone who’s engaged in trade will know
there’s a sea of paperwork that swims around
the ecosystem – four billion documents with
things taking such a long time to process.
It’s incredibly inefficient thanks to antiquated
legal systems – we’re still operating under
the Bills of Exchange Act 1882 – and a lack
of standards in the digital space,” he told
the ACT Working Capital Conference.”
However, there are a lot of changes
happening – particularly technology
advancements and demographic movements
with a new Electronic Trade Documents bill
coming through parliament by the end of
2022, signalling the end of all legal barriers
to the use of e-documents in trade.
“That will allow us to drive down trade
transaction costs by 80%,” Southworth
said. “And the benefits for the UK will be
huge – estimated at around £250bn in growth
and efficiency savings, which will make the
UK more competitive. The UK will be the
first country in the G7 to go fully digital
here, and that’s really exciting and it’s
a huge opportunity.”
But Southworth cautioned that this
will require investment in new IT systems
to meet those standards, with UK firms
now leading the charge to adopt them as
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“Anyone
who’s
engaged in
trade will
know there’s
a sea of
paperwork
that swims
around the
ecosystem”

quickly as possible. “So treasurers shouldn’t
be surprised if their trade teams arrive
demanding budget for new IT systems to
get them up to speed with the new agenda.
“So, you treasurers need to get on
board and invest in this to keep yourselves
competitive in global trade.”
Southworth’s call for greater investment
in digitisation of trade was echoed by
Craig Gray, head of sales, Working Capital
Sales, NatWest, who pointed out that the
inefficiency and fraud risk inherent in paper
processes drove costs higher for both the
bank and corporates.
“So, digitisation makes a lot of sense
from our point of view especially if, globally,
people are more on board,” he said.
And with regulators taking a more
proactive approach to fraud, it’s not
surprising that banks are now investing in
greater compliance systems and processes
to protect both themselves and clients.
Gray pointed to the importance of creating
a level playing field for all businesses to
ensure they all remain competitive. “If the
UK economy thrives, then we as banks thrive,
so it makes sense to invest in these new
technologies. And the use of digital systems
is central to that.”

THE TREASURER’S ROLE
IN TRANSFORMING TRADE
“Changes to trade reinforce the pivotal role of treasurers in helping
unblocking the inefficient systems,” says Naresh Aggarwal, associate
director, policy and technical at the Association of Corporate
Treasurers. “Whatever’s coming, we at least need a road map to
understand what is changing. And we need the banks to support this.”
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RECONCILIATION OF TRANSACTIONS

COMMENT

UNTANGLING
TREASURIES
FROM THE
QUAGMIRE
OF PAPER

Early in 2020, the threat of the SARS-CoV-2
virus prompted many countries to implement
preventative measures such as travel, which
cascaded into trade restrictions. Having a
centralised source of crisis credit information
can have a critical impact on decision-making
speed, helping to avoid – or at least mitigate
– business disruption.
Treasurers are finding it exceedingly difficult
to continue to use manual and, in some cases,
multiple complex workflows that involve
various systems and many points of contact.
This is especially true in the management and
optimisation of credit lines, and important
instruments such as bank guarantees, letters
of credit (LCs) and standby letters of credit
(SBLCs) with multiple banks.
There are various techniques that treasurers
can utilise to streamline their workflows and
communications with their banks to optimise
their credit-line utilisation, transaction
management, and leverage the advancing
digitisation of banks and insurance providers.

ADVANCING TRADE DIGITISATION

The past couple of years have seen the adoption
of recent technologies in the trade space
become increasingly popular as the pandemic
has put tremendous strains on the supply chain.
But only a small minority of corporates are fully
leveraging efficient and robust solutions to
manage their credit lines and relationships
with their banking partners.
In industry and construction, we see huge
volumes of performance and warranty bonds
being passed around between banks and
treasuries using every form of communication

Treasury departments need to be able to
manage and edit LCs, bank guarantees and
electronic presentations from a single interface.
This is important for large, multinational
corporations with subsidiaries or treasuries
distributed across the globe, for whom greater
visibility across borders and organisational
boundaries can provide efficiencies at scale
in use of credit lines, working capital and
transaction management.

IMPROVED TRANSPARENCY

With the increased adoption of digital trade
finance solutions by banks across the globe
as well as the improving interoperability
between these solutions, corporates can easily
communicate with all their banks and finally
move away from antiquated paper processes
and multiple communication channels.
We are witnessing a golden age in trade
digitisation in part spurred on by the impacts
of the pandemic. With a lot of working
habits having changed and remote working
no longer being the exception, adopting
multibanking trade finance solutions allows
treasuries to remotely manage and optimise
LCs, bank guarantees and credit line
relationships with banks.
The technological landscape for trade and
treasuries has propelled forward bringing many
advantages by digitising important paper
documents and reconciling all transactions
in one place and building open communication
channels with financial institutions.

Jacco de Jong is head of global sales at Bolero
International, a trade finance digitisation specialist
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available. In international trade, lost or delayed
documents spanning different continents are
seen as a day-to-day normal occurrence.
These very documents are also prone to
forgery and need to be safely stored and
manually reconciled. At issuance of these
documents, the process is burdensome for
corporates and any delays mean that they
are not open for business. Corporates need
to transition to the latest solutions that enable
multiple bank workflows.
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The Association of
Corporate Treasurers
has seen the return of
in-person, live events
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ACT EVENTS

ACT TRAINING COURSES

29 MARCH | LONDON, UK

Our four sought-after online live
training courses are back this March.

CLIENT

ACT CASH MANAGEMENT
CONFERENCE 2022
The ACT Cash Management Conference
returns as a live event on the theme of
‘digital payment strategies for a digital
age’, powered by Barclays. Get practical
learnings from real-life case studies from
your treasury peers.
treasurers.org/events/conferences/
cash-management-conference-22

31 MARCH | LONDON, UK

ACT DEALS OF THE YEAR AWARDS 2021
Once again the treasury community
will come together to celebrate the
winners in person at One Great George
Street. Sponsored by Lloyds Bank.
treasurers.org/events/awards/doty-21

10–11 MAY | LIVERPOOL, UK

ACT ANNUAL CONFERENCE 2022
Join senior treasurers and finance
professionals for the ACT’s flagship
conference, to celebrate and embrace
‘The Year of the Treasury Tiger’.
treasurers.org/actac22

27–28 SEPTEMBER | DUBAI, UAE

ACT ANNUAL MIDDLE EAST
TREASURY SUMMIT 2022
Join colleagues from across the Middle
East and start networking once again at the
leading event for the treasury community.
treasurers.org/mets22

8–11 MARCH

ADVANCED CASH MANAGEMENT
This course covers practical cash
management, bank account structures,
payables and receivables, liquidity and
finance, cash management solutions
and real-life case studies.
academy.treasurers.org/training/
advanced-cash-management

14–18 MARCH

THE A-Z OF CORPORATE TREASURY
This overview of the fundamentals
of treasury management is perfect
for new entrants to the profession,
bankers and those working alongside
the treasury team. Learn about
corporate treasury within the context
of international markets, and build
a deep insight into the core areas.
academy.treasurers.org/training/
corporate-treasury

29 MARCH

TREASURY IN A DAY
An introduction aimed at anyone
new to treasury, looking to broaden
their understanding of the function

ACT online training
courses resume in March

or wanting to improve their ability
to have better conversations with
management, operations and banks,
or with treasurers as customers. In just
one day you will learn about the role of
a treasurer, and will be introduced to key
treasury concepts and commonly used
financial instruments.
academy.treasurers.org/training/
treasury-in-a-day

31 MARCH

THE NUTS AND BOLTS
OF CASH MANAGEMENT
In just one day you will explore the
principles and practices of cash and
liquidity management, and their
importance to the business and
treasury function.
academy.treasurers.org/training/
cash-management

Preferential rates for ACT members and group discounts available.
For more information, contact academy@treasurers.org
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HOW TO DEVELOP YOUR MENTORING RELATIONSHIP
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The ACT Mentor Me scheme provides an opportunity for members to
benefit from the experience of being mentored by another member.
Joseph Braunhofer talks to The Treasurer about the value of being a mentor
LEADERSHIP & CAREER

PRODUCTION

I
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started my career in finance at JPMorgan Fleming asset
management, and have since worked at Morgan Stanley,
Shell, Brunei Shell Petroleum and Shell Trading in the UK.
I am currently deputy group treasurer of Smith & Nephew.
I have completed my CIMA, AMCT and FCT qualifications.
I decided to join the ACT Mentor Me scheme as I have
been the beneficiary of both formal and informal coaching and
mentoring throughout my career. Given the help and support
I have received, I felt it’s important to support others in their
career journey.

TAILOR YOUR MENTORING TO THE INDIVIDUAL

I have been a mentor at Morgan Stanley, Shell, Smith & Nephew
and the Prince’s Trust, as well as for the Association of Corporate
Treasurers (ACT). Although I have no ‘set’ format and tailor
the mentoring relationship to the individual, I do use some key
parameters that I set out for every mentee.
The first is to ensure that the mentee has the time to commit
and that they are clear about what they want to achieve. Setting
aside a specific time to focus on this is a good starting point.
I also think it’s critical to set goals at the outset and then to
break these down into smaller ‘milestones’ so that the overall
goal is not too overwhelming. This helps both parties clarify
what they want to achieve. Another key parameter for me is to
ensure that both the mentor and mentee actively listen to each
other – this is essential to a good relationship.
Finally, I think mentors should come into every relationship with
no set preconceptions. Every relationship is different and everyone’s
goals, aspirations and objectives are unique to their situation.
The ACT scheme matches ACT members to enable you to speak
to someone who has ‘been there and done that’. As treasury teams
tend to be quite small, it may be difficult to get this perspective
from your own team.
To find out more about the ACT’s Mentor Me scheme, visit
treasurers.org/mentoring

“Given the
support
I have
received,
I felt it’s
important
to support
others in
their career”
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“EVERY STEP
FORWARD IS A WIN”
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Katherine Horrell is group treasurer at the AA group.
She discusses her day-to-day projects and working
with the company through the pandemic
LEADERSHIP & CAREER
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am group treasurer of the AA – the
breakdown and recovery group. It
is funded through a whole business
securitisation (WBS) structure, so
the debt management interacts
very closely with the running of
the business; this means managing the
requirements of the funding structure can
be quite demanding. When I joined the
AA there was no group treasurer and the
responsibilities of the function were spread
out around the finance function. I am still
only a team of one (although I hope that
will change), reporting in to the CFO, so my
responsibilities are pretty much everything
to do with treasury in the group.
I know this is a cliché, but there really isn’t
a typical working day. It all depends on what’s
going on in the business, when we need to
do the next fund raise and where we are
in the reporting cycle. As I write this, we’re
coming up to the end of the first year since
the company was sold from public listed to
private ownership and so we’re still bedding
in what ‘business as usual’ should look like.
I’m also planning how we want to approach
our next bond maturity, and working out how
to present information in the investor pages
of our website to bondholders, now that we
no longer have listed shares.
On top of all that, our new owners and CEO
are looking at potential new investments and
opportunities, all of which has to fit in with the
WBS debt requirements, so I’m supporting
the analysis there. About a third of the AA’s
business is in insurance, and the market has
been fairly turbulent in advance of new pricing
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practices regulation, which came in on
1 January this year, so we’re trying to work
out how it will affect cash collections. In
addition, I’m the company representative
working with the pension scheme trustee
where we’re looking at the hedging and
de-risking plans, and endeavouring to ensure
we have the right expertise on the trustee
board. So I’m not lacking in variety.

MOVE TO PRIVATE EQUITY OWNERSHIP

When I joined the AA in April 2020 (near
the start of the first lockdown), the group
had equity market capital of around £100m
and net debt of £2.7bn. The business
performed well through the pandemic, but
the financing was unsustainable. Back then
the job was about looking at how to be able
to get the debt refinanced and bring equity
into the business.
A lot of people in the company were
involved in that work, and it eventually led
to a move into private equity ownership,
which came with an equity injection. That
meant we took the company from being
completely unfinanceable to having a
sustainable financing structure (although we
still carry plenty of debt). While that wasn’t
a discrete project, it was the job for my first
year here. Now it’s much more about longerterm work to manage the debt portfolio more
efficiently and set up the right processes for
the group going forward.
And the job here is very collaborative.
Since I’m a team of one, I’m very dependent
on people in the wider finance team,
particularly one of the teams in our financial

The AA is the UK’s
largest motoring
organisation, with more
than 14 million members

“We took the
company
from being
completely
unfinanceable
to having a
sustainable
financing
structure”

A day in the life, 1
shared service centre, which covers the cash
management and daily forecasting, our group
accounting and reporting team, which looks
after covenant forecasting and compliance
reporting, and our financial planning and
analysis team, which manages the longerterm forecasting.

Will Amlot; Alamy

FORWARD PLANNING

I talk to the CFO regularly and stay close
to the finance leadership team. I also work
directly with some of the people at the private
equity sponsors. They have some brilliant
expertise in financing and it’s great to be able
to bounce ideas off them – not to mention to
use their influence with the banks. One of the
best things about working at the AA is the
team spirit and desire to help each other out.
Every day feels a bit unusual. But there are
lots of wins to be had – big and small – along
the way. Now that we have a more stable
capital structure, we can do more forward
planning and start putting more organised

reviews in place. Since the debt structure is
so involved, it’s a great feeling when you get
to the bottom of how certain parts of the
documents work, and know that you can find
solutions to particular business problems. And
when I work with my finance colleagues, we’re
embedding better processes around the way
we do things, so every step forward is a win.
And, of course, getting the big refinancing
projects done is amazing – especially when
it’s financing you didn’t know if you’d be able
to do at all 18 months ago.
In a job like this it’s hard to choose the
most unusual responsibility, but I suppose
the one that feels most interesting and
different is looking at the structure for any
new investments and how to fit them into
the constraints of the WBS structure, then
what impact it would have on the covenants
and financial metrics. This would be followed
by the availability of funds and the most
efficient financing structure… it definitely keeps
me on my toes!

£2.7bn

Horrell joined the AA
in April 2020, when the
group had equity market
capital of around £100m
and net debt of £2.7bn

Katherine Horrell is group
treasurer at the AA. Her previous
roles include group treasurer at
Centrica plc and interim group
treasurer at Arriva plc. She is
qualified with CIMA and is FCT
and a member of the ACT Council
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End notes, 1

BEST PRACTICE
VERSION

Having
coaching skills
can help you to
become a more
effective leader
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“The online
environment
offers different
and equally rich
ways to build
relationships
and trust”

them before and is even harder now.
But solutions exist.
The online environment offers different
and equally rich ways to build relationships
and trust. You can build rapport by acting
as if you are visiting your colleague at home.
Another barrier to collaboration is time,
and yet investing at the outset will deliver
greater results. Listening carefully to
others’ input, asking insightful questions
and giving others the chance to determine
how to move forward will produce better
outcomes for all.
These examples show that coaching
skills used in leadership offer a useful way
to collaborate successfully. We are not
recommending everyone becomes a coach.
Rather that improving capabilities within
the core dimensions of coaching will help.
We’ve seen leaders who coach outperform
others. Building trust and rapport, generative
listening and creative questioning are all
examples of what will drive collaboration.

he extraordinary changes to
most organisations’ working
patterns triggered by the
COVID-19 pandemic have
identified, accelerated and
amplified many challenges, not least to
our leadership practices. In our work as
professional coaches, we have found one
issue above all others has been brought to
the fore: leadership is a collaborative activity
– and leaders who coach do this best.
With organisational systems that set
goals and rewards for individuals, too often
leadership becomes an individual endeavour.
Although there may be an element of team
reward, this is usually secondary. As one
leader noted: “It has taken me most of my
career to develop an understanding of
leadership beyond the dominant… leadership
paradigm of leader as a heroic, individual,
decision-making entity…”
The organisational reality must be that no
leader leads alone. Leaders are not individual
contributors. Even if they previously
developed deep technical skills where their
contribution was singular, promotion and
seniority require that they become skilful in
creating more than the sum of the parts.
In our work helping managers and leaders
to become more effective, we have seen that
collaboration can be extraordinarily difficult.
Especially in new hybrid-working contexts,
with the seemingly never-ending cycles of
online meetings. Many people are realising
that collaboration did not come naturally to

Dr Phil Renshaw and Dr Jenny Robinson are the
authors of Coaching on the Go (FT Press, 2019),
offering a unique perspective on the skills to create
leaders who coach. They also run Leadership On the
Go Limited, a leadership development, mindfulness
and coaching consultancy. coachingonthego.co.uk

1

In online calls think
and act as if you
are visiting colleagues’
homes. Ask about
their world.

2

Schedule meetings
to allow for
additional time at
the end to connect
and catch up.

3

Use the
phone again!
Distractions are
reduced, and some
people prefer it.

4

Review how
often you connect
with your colleagues
purely for the sake
of connecting.

5

When on online
calls, always
take the time
to ask for other
people’s perspectives.
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